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Abstract 

DDGS is the major co-product of ethanol production. As fat content is not changed during the fermentation 
process, while high proportion of starch is fermented and distilled from it, fat concentration in the resulting 
DDGS will be increased making it more valuable, but sensitive to oxidative conditions, as well. Fat 
concentration and fatty acid composition largely depends on the raw material for ethanol production. In a corn 
based bio-ethanol production the average crude fat content can be as high as 11-12 per cent, and poly-
unsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are in majority.  

In the presented study long term storage of DDGS was done under controlled conditions. To prevent rapid 
oxidation of lipids, two different antioxidants were added to different lots of the co-product. In one treatment, 
Butyl Hidroxy Toluene (BHT), an antioxidant generally used in the feed industry was added to the DDGS. 
While in two other treatments an experimental antioxidant was used in two different concentrations (500 mg/kg 
feed, 1000 mg/kg feed). The latter antioxidant was designed specifically for the fatty acid composition of the 
DDGS. Also untreated DDGS lot was included in the study as control. The DDGS lots were stored in an 
incubator for 12 months at constant 20 °C temperature and 65% humidity. Three parallel samples were taken 
from each treated and the control lots at 2nd, 4th, 8th, and 12th month of incubation. Crude nutrient content and 
fatty acid composition were measured in each sample at the launch and end of storage period. Acid value and 
peroxide value in feed were also analysed to define the level of oxidation in the samples. 

Considering crude nutrient content, no significant difference was found among the different treatments and 
among the initial and final measurements. The average dry matter, crude protein, crude fat, crude fibre, crude ash 
was 88.8, 22.3, 9.4, 6.5, 3.8% of dry matter, respectively. When fatty acid composition is evaluated, no change 
was found in total amount of saturated fatty acid (SFA), mono unsaturated fatty acid (MUFA), PUFA and within 
this in the proportion of n3/n6 fatty acids. Fatty acid composition was similar at the beginning and at the end of 
the storage period. However, while 50% of linoleic acid was present in trans isomer form at the beginning of the 
experiment, by the end of the storage period this was almost totally transformed into cis form. In addition, α- and 
γ- linolenic acid have evolved. All these changes were similar in each lot, thus no effect of treatment could be 
revealed. 

Acid values were increased in each treatment; actually they were doubled by the 2nd month of storage and 
remained almost the same for the further 10 months. However, final acid values were still far below the limit 
value of 50 for edibility. Without antioxidant supplementation, peroxide value has exceeded the limit value (25) 
within two months of storage. Intensity of peroxide production was much lower when BHT was added to the 
DDGS. But our experimental blend of antioxidants has prevented peroxide accumulation the most efficiently in 
both applied concentrations, as only slight increase of peroxide value has appeared at the beginning of the 
storage period. 

Altogether, as safe long term storage is a corner stone of DDGS’s feeding potential, prevention of oxidative 
damage has crucial importance. Our study has confirmed that the generally used, most common antioxidant – 
BHT – can prevent in some extent the production of noxious peroxides, but the best solution for this problem is 
to design special antioxidant blend, to protect the valuable fatty acids of our DDGS.   
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